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The story of a volume 1 each is just amazing. It's amazing that it went on so beautifully and narrated by Kaoru Mori; That such a strange matter - marriage customs between mongolia's nomadic tribes in the 19th century - can be so fascinating; That art so kicking and detailed can be manga; Because such a handsome
(also hard, jacket) volume can be produced for the manga market, which one assumes want cheap, teen-driven stories. Amir is 20, considered over the hill in her culture (despite her riding and hunting skills), so she was handed over to another tribe to marry 12-year-old daughter Carlock. She fears fitting in with her new
family, while her old one saw her as just a piece of bargaining, a way to sign with another tribe. Her age is a concern because a young woman can have more children, while it is clearly going to be several years (until Karluk gets older) before these two have children. Sometimes he sees her as a woman, sometimes as a
mother figure, given her great life experience. This is especially the case when he's sick and she exaggerates breastfeeding. However, their affection for each other is also visible on the Page. Murray clearly loves her research, as she paints amazing ceremonial clothes and presents the cultural rituals in a way that feels
authentic. It is a story — and a skeleton — to be lost in. Especially during the impressive wordless sequence when Amir hunts a horseback riding rabbit. The tribe appreciates its fabrics, with ornate tapestries serving wedding gifts, or traded and shared cloth and wire. Another chapter demonstrates the value of other
crafts, that of decorative carving. Former nomadic culture needs friends who know carpentry (to build posts and doors) and weaving (to create carpets and tents), but the beauty and skill that puts into the functional elements makes them expensive, even after the tribe has settled. As the series progresses, I guess we'll
continue to see more about the strange politics (to us), as Amir's family comes to restore it and the roles of others in the family become clear. The story of a each other is worth reading by anyone interested in unique female characters. The Cover Bride Story 1, featuring ⼄嫁語(Otoyomegatari)Historical Genre, Romance,
Lifetime Award[1] Mangawrited by Kaoru Morissam by Mull AntbarinEnglishNA Yen PressMagazineHarthographicsinritz Original14 October 2008 (2008-10-1 4) – TodayVolumes12 (list of volumes) anime and manga portal The Story of a Each Other (Japanese: ⼄嫁語, Hepburn: Otoyomegatari) is a historically romantic
manga series written and aired by Kaoru Mori. It has been written in The Harta magazine of Enterbrain (formerly known as Fellows!) since October 2008, with serial episodes collected to 12 bound volumes as of December 2019. He won. The Intergenerational Prix Award (Intergenerational Award) at the Angolam
International Comics Festival in 2012, as well as the Manga Taisho Award in 2014. Yen Peres licensed the English-language distribution series in North America. Located in a rural town near the Caspian Sea in Central Asia in the late 19th century, the story revolves around a young woman, Amir, who comes from a
remote village across the mountains to marry Karluk, a young man eight years her junior. The series follows their relationship as it develops, while presenting other story stories about different young women and their daily lives with their fiancés and husbands along the Silk Road. Characters This article may contain an
excessive amount of complex details that may only interest a particular audience. Please help by transferring or transferring any relevant information, and removing excessive information that may be contrary to Wikipedia's inclusion policy. (July 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) The family is
mostly patriarchal, but Yusuf, a groom, is married to the family. Amir Hengel (アミル,ハルガル, Amiro Harugro) the story's female protagonist, a 20-year-old woman and Karlock's daughter-in-law. It stems from a different tribe (half nomadic). She's skilled at archery, horseback riding and hunting. A free and adventurous
woman, she is more open and sociable in her day-to-day activities compared to the other women in the family, who are noticeably more restrained. Despite the notable age gap between her and Carlock, she really loves him. Unknown to Amir, some of the men she meets are looking down on her because she is
considered old for a new girl, and long past the traditional age when women in society started having children. Karluk Ioon (ルルエホ, Carolo Ioon) The male protagonist of the story, Amir's 12-year-old husband. He is the youngest son of Aconbeck and Saira. He works very hard to be a good traditional husband to Amir,
but because of his young age, he has trouble forming a closer relationship with her. Carlock is considered strange in that he is younger than his mother-in-law; Traditionally the bride is usually many years younger than the groom. Some men treat Carlock with pity, as they fear his wife will be too old when he's old enough
to protect her. From the atbacco (マハト, from the Tuvko) Carlock's grandfather. In Lakhirsh (バルキルシュ, Brociroshaw), Carlock's grandmother, who came from the same tribe as Amir, knew at least Amir's father before her marriage to the tobacco. Naturally, she's very protective of Amir. Like Amir, she is a trained
archer and rider and remains a frightening man despite her advanced age. She is. A loving mother who practices her brand of tough love. As a firm believer in the importance of the needle, she guides both Faria and Tilka in realizing the need for the skill and the patriarchal history that passes through it. The father of ア,
Aconco. Serves as one of the elders of the village because of its wealth and status. Although he is a traditional man, he is also very understanding and very supportive of the marriage of Carlock and Amir. Saira (サニ, Saira) Carlock's mother. Selke (セレケ, Circa) Joseph's wife and Carlock's eldest sister. She is often
surprised by Amir's carefree and spontaneous personality. She patiently explains to Amir when their tribal customs are different. Her three sons often engage her with their jaws, but she loves them all the same. Yusuf (ユ, フ, Yusupo) Carlock's brother-in-law. Selke's husband. He lives with his wife's family and proves he
is a loving, although sensible, father. Tileke (ティレケ, Tireke) daughter of Selke and Yusuf, and Karlock's niece. As the older sister of three unruly siblings, she's more assertive and bossy around them. She loves falcons and she's very talented at tissue. Turken (トル, Torokan), Chalg (チャル, Charogo) and テRostam
(Roltam, Rosotmo) the eldest, middle and youngest sons of Selka and Yusuf, respectively, and Karlok's nephews. The trio are playful and tingly. Although not malicious, Turken and Chig can exaggerate their taunts, making him cry and get Yusuf to intervene. Henry Smith (ヘリ, ミ) is an English traveler and explorer who
lives with the Ihon family. He studied the customs, language and culture of tribes and people. Residents of the town of パリヤ (パリヤ, Freya) A young woman presented in Chapter 6; Attracted to Amir's free nature, the two become good friends. Faria has always struggled to be a traditional woman in society, but her
habit of speaking her mind regardless of the situation creates a lot of uncomfortable situations. As a result, she tends to be anxious in social situations, which results in embarrassing outbursts. She is very good at baking and is skilled at creating very complex designs in her bread, which she teaches to Amir. Her father is
Togo, a potter, who feels quite resigned in an attempt to find a suitable husband for his daughter because her outspoken nature tends to intimidate potential suitors. It changes when she is engaged to say, much to her delight, but she becomes anxious trying to behave more mature and reliable in order to please him,
which sometimes leads to unexpected consequences. Faria also appears in a short-comedic spin-off of the show called Faria-San Wah Ottoshieuru. Chaghou チャガ (プ, Chagapo) an old man who raises sheep, and is told about wolves living around Soma Featured in Chapter 1. Kamula (Camorra) A lovely young
woman in the village, well regarded because she is adept at home and polite and beautiful tasks. She's known to have many suitors. Freo aims more like her when she sees Kamula as an ideal young woman and tries to watch her discreetly. When Kamula believes she inadvertently angered Faria over Faria's behaviour,
Faria admits she actually admires Kamula, who Is busted and admits to adoring Faria's ability to speak her mind. Through the encouragement of Amir, Frea and Camola become friends. The Hengel family that Amir was born into. They're nomads over the summer. Featured in Chapter 4. Sold out (アゼル, Azro) Amir's
older brother, a serious and stoic man. He is an honorable man who regards Belkirash as a valued mother and Carlock as an honorable brother. He is not present during Amir's wedding, a conspicuous absence raised by Amir's son-in-law. He struggled between loyalty to his tribe and his affection for his sister. Although
he is not openly opposed to his tribe's orders, he has expressed frustration over the decisions of his elders. Although he goes along with the attack on Amir's village, he rushes to protect the villagers once his tribe is betrayed by the Balkans. Initially mistaken for an enemy, he was saved by the women's interventions in the
village. He becomes the leader of the Hegelg tribe after his father's death in the battle for Amir's village. Jara'ジョル, Jurkao) a maternal cousin of Amir and Azal. His clothes are different from Ezell's and stage because he is a maternal, not paternal, relative. His sense of humor and preoccupation with food makes him
seem more turned upside down than he is. He disagrees with tribal elders on many issues, but does not bother hearing his feelings because he understands it is useless. That doesn't stop him from trying to persuade Eselle's father, the tribal leader, to abandon the idea of marrying Amir to Nomaji, as he knows the nomaji
is physically violent, often fatal, towards their wives. He wants to get married, but understands that his tribe's current country makes it harder to attract each other. In horror (バマト, Beito) a psythian cousin of Amir and Azal. Unlike Jurrock, Baimetto is reserved, stoic and reliable. He has a stricter sense of morality
compared to Joryrock and calls for the last to seize wooden apricots in Amir's village. However, like Zel and Jorrock, he privately disagrees with tribal elders. He is portrayed as a quick-witted and encouraging man, correctly assessing Carlock's feelings toward hunting and emir, while encouraging him after making
mistakes while learning to hunt. Ataroy (アテル, Ataroy) one of Amir and Azal's younger sisters. Amir describes it as a lifesaver Healthy, recalling that Aterui was never sick. Her death after marrying Nomaji surprises Amir, but Jurrock reveals that she was beaten to death, apparently by her husband. Jurrock details that
the beatings were so severe that her bones shattered, while mother Belekierash confirms that the namaji are a violent and barbaric group. Caraiga (ヒガ, Caraigh) is another of Amir's younger sisters, Ataroy and Azal. Like Etiui, she died shortly after marrying Nomaji. She is largely implied to be a victim of domestic
abuse. Her death shocks Amir, as he was alive before Amir's marriage. Throy and Karaiga die within a year of Amir's wedding. Other Numaji characters (ヌマジ, Numaji) a tribe notorious for their wealth and cruelty. Thales (Treso) is a young drifter living with her mother-in-law. Featured in Chapter 12. She is married to
her current family at the age of 16, but within a few years became the widow of all five of her sons according to tradition, which dictates that a childless widow marries one of her husband's siblings. Since her mother-in-law also died, she helps and keeps a friend to the son-in-law instead of returning to her family. She
becomes romantically involved with Mr. Smith. Thales's mother-in-law (義⺟, tresso old nomadic. Including this one from her uncle 叔⽗. Which leads to Smith's arrest and later marries Thales' mother-in-law. Ali (アリ, Ari) Smith's guide to Ankara. Featured in Chapter 15. He is affiliated with the local army, and
shamelessly greedy and resourceful, taking advantage of the situation as he is. He will not uddin, but expresses an interest in finding a woman when he feels he has achieved sufficient financial stability. Leila and Lilly (レリ, fresh to Miri) twin sisters from a thriving marital fishing village. They're very naughty and always
together, sharing the same ideas about just about everything. When Mr. Smith and Ali reach their village, Leila and Lilley find it hard to find rich grooms for themselves, who will also bend to their well-being. Their father later marries the first two white sisters and the two of one of his friends. The family of Leila and Lily (レ
リ, Raira Lariri not so much) Leila and Ley's father are fishermen who stay with his children. He Mr Smith will remain at home believing he is a doctor. Although he wants to find a good owner for his daughters, he refuses to do so because he is worried about the expense of dowry for both of them. The twins' mother, Mina
(ミナー, Minā), is also very strict with them, often has little patience for their exercises and does not hesitate to resort to severe methods to ensure they will be good women one day. However, she takes great care of them and implied that she was very much like her daughters when she was young. The girls' family also
includes a number of younger siblings, their maternal aunt, grandparents, who proves highly adept at defrauding the twins into performing household tasks. サマー⼤⼤ファルサーミ Sarman and parsmi are the eldest and second sons, respectively, of a fisherman, and both happen to be fishermen themselves. Their
father is an old friend of Leila and Bailey's father and the brothers are childhood friends of the twins. When their father suggests that the twins marry the siblings, they are mostly indifferent and admit they expected it. When their fathers are too busy arguing about dowry, the siblings arbitrarily match the twins so they can
get to know each other better. Both siblings express a mature attitude towards marriage, and with both couples happy with the queues, Ceram is paired with Leila and Sammy with Lily. Anis (アニ, Aniso) the young wife of a kind rich man living in Persia. She's the mother of a young son, Hassan. Smith and Ali are briefly
guests at Anis's husband's house, though Smith never sees Anis herself. Although Yanis has everything she can have, she is isolated and alone until her janiser Murf encourages her to join her in the public baths. Anis makes immediate contact with Erin, with whom she hopes to form a bond of sisterhood. Sharin (シー
リー⼤ Shīrīn) A woman who is married to a poor man and the mother of a slightly older son Hassan. Catherine becomes fond of Annis, finds her affection. Shortly after she and Annis commit as nurses, her husband Shelyn died because of illness. Anies convinces her husband to take Catherine as a second wife and her
family joins the house. Her ウマル (Umaaro) Faria, a young man close to her age whose father raises sheep and runs a passenger inn. Thoughtful and ornate youth, he is adept at a number of tasks, including calculating characters on abacus. His father has been looking for a suitable daughter for some time and noticed
Freja when she accompanied the Ayrons to find Mr Smith during his brief engagement with Tlas. Unlike Faria's other returnees, Omar seems to like Faria's bluntness, though she is constantly confused around him Even more inconscientious of her lack of subtle qualities, Omar's father sees her vitality as a positive
feature. When her city was badly damaged by the attack by the Gauls, Faria and Omar's engagement was delayed. Publishing a main article: The list of chapters of a each daughter-in-law's story written and aired by Kaoru Mori, the story of a daughter-in-law has been serialized in Enterbrain Harta's seinen manga
magazine (formerly known as Fellows!) since the publication of its inaugural issue on 14 October 2008. [2] [3] The individual episodes were collected into 12 volumes bound by Kadukawa as of December 13, 2019. The first nine volumes were published under Enterbrain's Beam Comix seal, with additional volumes
published under the seal of Hertha Comics. [4] [5] All volumes were published in digital eBook format in Japan. [6] In 2015, after Yen Press licensed English advertising in North America. The first volume was published on May 31, 2011; The 11th volume was released on August 27, 2019. [9] The series received digital
distribution on September 25, 2018. [1] The story of a each daughter-in-law is also licensed for distribution in a regional language by Ki-On in France,[11] by TokyoPop Germany in Germany,[12] by J-Pop Manga in Italy,[13] by Norma Editing in Spain,[14] by JG Studio in Poland,[15] by Punainen jättilinen in Finland; In
2017, after the company was based on Taiwan's 1000, Taiwan's Daion Inter Comics was based by Siam Inter Comics in Thailand. [20] Acceptance this section needs expansion. You can help by adding it. (July 2011) The story of a each other won the Manga Taishou Prize in 2014. [21] He was previously nominated for
the award in 2011 and 2013. [23] The show also won the Intergenerational Award at the Angolam International Comic Festival in France in 2012. [25] He was nominated for the Eisner Prize in 2012 and 2016. [27] The YALSA division of the American Library Association included the first volume on the list of major teen
graphic novels in 2012. [29] [30] References ^ b From Drigal, Brianna (September 21, 2018). Announcement: Kaoru Mori's series gets a digital edition!. Yen press. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Prize for 2008-October Volume 1. Enterbrain.) On December 8, 2015, on
December 8, 2015, he edited December 8, 2015. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on September 30, 2008 took place on September 30, 2008. Emma's Kaoru Mori launches her mother's autoium-gatri manga (updated). Anime News Network. On January 29, 2016, he edited January 29, 2016.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in ⼄嫁語 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize,巻 was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Attend Thebarin. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in ⼄嫁語 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize,巻 he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, and upon being Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, Kadukawa. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in ⼄嫁語 2006, after receiving the Nobel Prize巻 peace prize, was awarded the Nobel Prize版 電 in 2006. Kadukawa, I'm sorry. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in ⼄嫁語 2006,巻 after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was
awarded the Nobel Prize 版, and upon being 電 in 2006. Kadukawa, I'm sorry. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on July 23, 2010 took place on July 23, 2010. Yen Press adds high school's Orbuco (updated). Anime News Network. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace
Prize, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Hecht Book Group. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Hecht Book Group. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ french, French, $100 million took place in French. Ki-un.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ In German, Band 01, Band 01, Band, The Story of a Young Daughter-in-Law (2001– ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^) was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. J-Pop Manga. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ An editorial in ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in Pole, #1 in Pole, was held in 2006 by J.G. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Tokio.fi
(Finnish). ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on September 7, 2016, the @comic_lxlc comic book comedian was held on September 7, 2016. Comic Yang Akhrania Sampai di Radaki and Sedrang Dioros Lissensinha. Eda Yang from Asia ingat judulnya? @elexmedia (tweet) (in Indonesian). October 11, 2019 -야기
Via Twitter.CS1 maint: Additional Text: Author List (Link) 신부 1. Kyobo ( in Korean). ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2006, after receiving the company語 姊嫁 as CEO, he resigned as CEO. Kadukawa Taiwan. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2006ก after receiving the Nobel
Peace Prizeจ, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize and, upon ไ Siam Inter Comics. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ マンガ⼤賞2014⼤賞作品 『⼄嫁語り』森薫. Manga Tao. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on March 27, 2014 took place on March 27, 2014. The story of Cao Mori's 197th annual
Manga Tyshaw Award. Anime News Network. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on March 17, 2011, the March 17, 2011 March 2011 march was held as a lion beats Manga Taisho. Anime News Network. On March 15, 2014, he edited March 15, 2014. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on March 21, 2013
took place on March 21, 2013, on March 21, 2013. Akimi Yoshida's diary wins the 6th Manga Taisho Award. Anime News Network. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on January 30, 2011 took place on January 30, 2011. Angolam 2012: La Palmers. Animeland.com (in French). On February 9, 2012, on February 9,
2012, he edited February 9, 2012. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on January 29, 2012 took place on January 29, 2012. The story of a mother-in-fact, life drifts forever in France's Angolam. Anime News Network. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on April 4, 2012 took place on April 4, 2012. Moving
towards our noble death, the 20th century boys get Eisner's nods. Anime News Network. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on April 19, 2016 took place on 19 2016 Foundation. Assassination squad, the story of a thyl, Master Keaton, the Mizuki show, Silent Voice, Sunny Manga nominated for the Eisner Award.
Anime News Network. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in 2012, the company also held major graphic novels in 2012. ala.org from the original on January 23, 2013. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ on January 24, 2012 took place on January 24, 2012. Librarians in the U.S. rate the wandering son, the story



of a 10th-year-old 10th-year-old. Anime News Network. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Links The Story of a Each Other (Manga) in Anime News Encyclopedia interview with Kaoru Mori, Part 1 at Comic Natalie (in Japanese) Interview with Kaoru Mori, Part 2 at Comic Natalie (in Japanese) retrieved from
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